Autophagy and the invisible line between life and death.
For a considerable time cell death has been considered to represent mutually exclusive states with cell death modalities that are governed by their inherent and unique mode of action involving specific molecular entities and have therefore been studied primarily in isolation. It is now, however, becoming increasingly clear that these modalities are regulated by similar pathways and share a number of initiator and effector molecules that control both cell death as well as cell survival mechanisms, demanding a newly aligned and integrative approach of cell death assessment. Frequently cell death is triggered through a dual action that incorporates signaling events associated with more than one death modality. Apoptosis and necrosis regularly co-operate in a tightly balanced interplay that involves autophagy to serve context dependently either as a pro-survival or a pro-death mechanism. In this review we will assess current cell death modalities and their molecular overlap with the goal of clarifying the controversial role of autophagy in the cell death response. By dissecting the key molecular pathways and their positioning within a network of regulatory signalling hubs and checkpoints we discuss a distinct approach that integrates autophagy with a resultant cell death manifestation. In doing so, former classifications of cell death modalities fade and reveal the intricate molecular proportions and complexities of the cell death response that may contribute towards an enhanced means of cell death control.